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ABSTRACT 

A method of on-line safety assurance monitoring for the ILL 3-̂ 5 MFa autoclave has 
loeen developed. It utilizes a nultisensor acoustic amission -ased flaw detection syster. 
with minicomputer aided data acquisition capability. While t is system is capable of 
revealing repeatedly incrementing flaws, it is incapable of c culating flaw location 
accurately in the virtually solid end caps of this device, T_ -chieve flav location, 
a three dinensior.a.1 flav location theory was developed. The ir- -iicomputer acquired data 
vas transferred tc a CDC 7600 computer, where flaw location calculations vere performed 
and graphical displays of results vere made. A viable method of achieving shut down of 
this device to prevent an approaching catastrophic failure is demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ever increasing sophistication 
of pressure vessel technology coupled 
with an increasing emphasis on safety 
has intensified the search for a 
thorough and cost effective means of non
destructive inspection for pressure 
vessels lu critical service. 'i'he most 
pressing needs are in the nuclear power 
and chemical process industries, where a 
pressure vessel failure could cause both 
large economic losses and perhaps exten
sive loss of life. 

The potential of an acoustic emis-
slon**flaw detection and location system 
as a highly cost effective means of per
forming the required nondestructive 
inspection has been recognized. 
Drouillard lists W references to this 
subject in his bibliography,2 This method 
assumes that a subcritical flaw grows by 
small stepwise increments. Coincident 
with each incremental step, a transient 
mechanical disturbance (the acoustic 
emission) is propagated in the flawed test 
body. The acoustic emission signal is 
detected by an array of at least four 
piezoelectric sensors remote frora the flav 
site. Time delays are measured for the 
detection at each sensor. These delays, 
along with knowledge of the appropriate 
velocity of sound in the test body, per-
nits location of the incrementing flaw. 
The above operations require that computer 
aided data acquisition, analysis, ana dis
play techniques be used to perform the 
location function in real time. 

The balance of work accomplished to 
date has been on one dimensional (e.g., 
line velds) and two dissensions! (e.g., 
thin walled pressure vessels) bodies. For 
this work, the minicomputer has proven 
adequate. Wo extension to solid bodies 
has been reported, to the knowledge of the 
authors, 

The test body that is the subject of 
this report is the LLL 3*+5 MPa Autoclave. 
The upper quarter ar.d lower quarter of the 
vessel is virtually solid. As will be 
discussed in more detail later, the most 
highly stressed portions of this vessel 
are within these end caps. Extension of 
the flaw detection and location methods to 
three dimensions was thus required. 

We determined that the data acquired 
by the commercial minicomputer aided flav 
detection and location system was adequate 
to locate flaws in the solid test body. 
However, the computational software avail
able was not adequate. Our procedure was 
to transfer the minicomputer acquired data 
to an LLL CDC TtfOO computer for the pur
pose of performing the flaw location 
function. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

OEHEBAL 

Ideally, an acoustic emission flaw 
location investigation of a structure 
should start with laboratory tests of the 
material of the structure to assure that 
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subcritical Incrementing cracks- emit 
easily detectable acoustic emissions. No 
material vas available for such a test in 
this instance* However, Fig. 1 shows the 
record from a failing compact fracture 
toughness specimen of U330V (Mod) steel 
which has similar strength and toughness 
characteristics. The vessel is constructed 
of Kit 100 (Mod) steel with a yield 
strength of 1031* MPa. In general, steels 
in the same strength and toughness range 
produce similar acoustic emission records. 
This figure shows that many thousands of 
acoustic emissions accompany the crack 
extension, starting at approximately 70 
per cent of the failure load. Each 
emission can be used to locate the crack 
once. Each growing crack should be re
peatedly located thousands of times 
before it reaches critical size. 

A fracture mechanics analysis of the 
vessel has been performed by Prado.3 

Several assumptions had to be made in this 
analysis, as is usually the case. He con
cluded that the service life of the vessel 
was about 11,000 cycles. He assumed that 
an elliptical surface crack of dimensions 
0.25 cm x 2.0 cm could be detected by non
destructive testing techniques, and that 
the critical crack size vas 3-0 cm x 
2k.k cm. Experimental values for crack 
growth rare or similar steels were used 
to derive the cycle-life estimate. 

A finite element structural analysis'* 
of the vessel produced the stress maps 
used in, the fracture mechanics analysis. 
Figure 2 is a sketch of the vessel. The 
circle marked Cl is the place where the 
stresses are highest. Specifically, they 
are highest in the root of the first 
thread in this nut. According to the 
analysis, this is the only location where 
local yielding may have occurred in the 
1.5 X proof test that was part of the 
acceptance procedure. The circle marked 
C 2 in the figure has similar threads, but 
the stresses there are lower. 

The current Safety Operating Pro
cedure for this vessel calls out a tear-
dovn inspection after each 25 cycles of 
operation. Thus, during its life there 
would be W*0 chances to detect a growing 
crack by conventional nondestructive means. 
Over the life of the vessel, 5° man-years 
of effort would be expended in teardown 
inspections. It is a cost effective goal 
of the subject effort to reliably reduce 
the frequency of the teardown inspections. 

SPECIFIC. 

The equipment used for this test vas 
obtained through a contractual arrange
ment with Cunegan/Endevcot. The contract 
terms included the services of one 
Dunegan/Endevco field engineer. 

This equipment requires placement of 
acoustic emission sensors in a fixed 
array.5 A sensor -is placed at each of 
the apices of an equilateral triangle, 
with a fourth sensor placed at the cen-
troid of that triangle. This array is 
capable of locating acoustic emission 
sources effectively both inside and out
side the triangle. 

The sensors chosen were piezoelectric 
elements with peak sensitivity at about 
1*(0 kHz. They were mounted or. the vessel 
with a silicon adhesive compound after 
removal of paint and scale from the attach
ment points. Figure 3 shows the place
ment of the sensors in one array (the 
four large dots) superimposed en a com
puter drawn schematic of the vessel. 
Sides of the triangle are 1.2 m. This 
figure will be discussed in another con," 
text later. A second array was placed 
directly below the one shown in the 
figure, and a third array vas placed di
rectly opposite tne array ssovr., en rr.e 
opposite side of the vessel. Only three 
arrays were used. 

Necessary cabling from the sensors, 
through preamplifiers to the data acqui
sition and processing console was next 
performed. Checkout of the performance 
of all sensors and the location function 
for all arrays was then performed by 
introducing artifical acoustic impulses 
into the vessel at a number of surface 
locations. The artificial signals were 
produced by electrically pulsing a piezo
electric ceramic element coupled to the 
vessel. The checkout procedure also pro
duced a value for the velocity of sound 
in the vessel. 

The test was performed while the vessel 
was actually in use processing LLL parts. 
Figure U shows the pressure, temperature, 
time record for the test. It was a normal 
operational run for the vessel, except for 
two changes that were negotiated for the 
purpose of performing a more pertinent 
flaw location test. These changes did not 
affect the process parts. 
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The first of these changes vas to 
hold the part at about 200° C while 
raising the pressure to about 275 MPa. 
This permitted a proof test of the center 
portion of the vessel. Stresses are 
highest in the compound wall of the 
vessel when the vessel is "cold11.* 

The second change was to increase 
the peak pressure by about 5 per cent. 
Normal peak pressure is 3**5 MPa, the peak 
pressure for this test was 3o3 MPa. While 
this pressure increment was snail, it vas 
significant in that it could help reveal 
flaws on the threshold of incrementing 
under normal peak operating conditions, 

MINICOMPUTER DATA ACQUISITION 

Minicomputers for this application 
are equipped with a special preprocessing 
unit. This unit is capable of selecting 
only those signals delivered to it by the 
acoustic emission sensors that are above 
a preselected amplitude level* It is 
capable of noting the first sensor struck 
by an acoustic emission, and noting vhich 
array the sensor is in. All other arrays 
are th-en disabled for a predetermined 
time, roughly the transit time of the 
signal around the test body. It then 
measures tr.e difference in arrival times 
of the signal between the first sensor 
struck and each cf the other three sensors 
in the selected array. The array identi
fication and the arrival time differences 
are then transmitted to the minicomputer 
for processing to determine location. 

Commercially available software is 
capable of calculating location on the 
assumption that the test body is a thin 
walled pressure vessel. However, the 
data it stores is sufficient to permit a 
location calculation in a solid body, as 
vill be shown later. 

The data stored by the minicomputer 
on magnetic tape and available at its 
teletype output is as follows: l) The 
event number. 2) The array number* 3) 
Four time differences (one zero), each 
associated with the appropriately iden
tified sensor. U) Location of the event 
in an X-Tf coordinate system natural to 
the array, assuming the body is two-
dimensional. 5) The ringdown count, 
giving a measure of the amplitude of the 
event.''"*' 6) The time at which the event 
occurred. 7) One or more parametric 
values, such as temperature and pressure. 

For each test, it is required that 
the size of the array and the velocity of 
sound b« entered via the keyboard to the 
computer storage. 

A parallel output displays the 
located events on a cathode ray tube 
screen, referenced to the pertinent array, 
giving a real time picture of the acoustic 
emission activity in the vessel. While 
one such array is being viewed, an auxili
ary display shows the relative activity 
in each of the other arrays. The useful
ness of the two-dimensional array in re
lation to on-line monitoring of a solid 
body will be discussed later. 

SOLID BODY FLAW LOCATION THEORY 

THE pmVATXOft 

This theory assumes that the operating 
acoustic emission source propagates a con
stant velocity, spherically expanding 
impulsive mechanical disturbance into an 
infinite medium. This is a relatively 
good assumption for the upper and lower 
portions of the vessel studied here, 
Fig. 2. 

H, H, U, W are labels given to the 
four senders ir. ar. array, ir.ese sytocis 
also represent vectors of position for 
the four sensors. T^, T , T , T iden
tify arrival times of the acoustic emis
sion vave at each of the four sensors. 
The M sensor is assumed to be the first 
sensor struck in this discussion. 

The relations 

AN » (T„ - T ) * C 

AU «= {Tjj - T M) • C (1) 

AW = (T - TL.) * C 

express the distance the acoustic wave 
travels to reach each of the last three 
sensors struck, in.addition to the dis
tance it traveled to strike the first 
sensor, M. In these expressions, C is 
the appropriate velocity of sound. 

The total distance the acoustic 
vave traveled to reach each transducer can 
be expressed by the matrix equations 
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JIM - HI = D D 1 « \M\' - 2(Du, + Vj) M 

UN - Fll = AN + D * (Du | • v^)(Du, • v „ ) ( 7 ) 

it) 
llu - pll = en * D 

Equation (7) Is expressible in standard 
quadratic form. 

IIW - Pll = tM * D 
THE AtflOBITKH 

The symbol II II stands for vector length. 
S> is the vector of position for the source 
point, and the unknovm quantity to be 
calculated. 

The implicit square roots of Eqs. (2) 
are eliminated by squaring these equations. 
Then the first of the squared equations is 
eubstituted into each of the last three to 
generate a set of equations containing a 
first order tern in P: 

M l 2 - Hull2 + 2PT(H - M) « -(2MB * m1) 

M l 2 - Hull2 + 2PT(U - K) = -(2BSJ + Wz) 

M l * - M l 1 + 2PT(W - M) = -(2DAW + 6W 2) 
(3) 

Equations (3) are expressible as a 
single matrix equation, 

AP * Bu L + v 00 

or 

P * DA'Muj) + A~Hvt) = Du2 + v 2 (5) 

where 

Av 2 «= v, 

Substitution of Eq. (5) into the 
square of the first of Eqs* (2) yields a 
new quadratic in D; 

Solve linear Eqs. (6) for u 2 and vi% then solve Eq. (7) for D. 
Next solve Eq. (5) for ?, using each 

of the values of D. One of the solutions 
is the source location. 

CENTRAL COMPUTER PrtOCESSI^G 
SOUBCE LQCATIOK CtoffUTATlOB 

The tLL central computer facilities 
were used to calculate the enissior. source 
locations using the data acquired by the 
ninicomputer data acquisition system, Tv.e 
data transferred to the central computer 
were the aivay identification and the dif
ferential arrival time data. This per
mitted assignment of the proper set of 
sensor coordinates and the differential 

Data transfer for this study was accom
plished by t-ransferring the minicomputer 
output to punched cards manually. Auto
matic data transfer would be relatively 
easy to achieve* however. 

Subroutines DECOMP' and SOLVE* were 
used to perform the necessary matrix 
operations. Using the algorithm described 
in the previous section, this portion of 
the computation was straightforward. 

The computer was also programmed to 
solve the inverse problem, i.e., given a 
source point P to calculate the differen
tial time (£T) set for a prescribed set of 
sensor locations. A quality calculation 
was perforated on each data set by calcu
lating a new &T set for each of the source 
locations calculated from the measured AT 
eet. Comparison of the calculated AT set 
with the measured AT set gave a measure of 
the quality of the measured values. The 
sum of the squares of the differences of 
the measured and calculated AT sets was 
used as this quality measure. 
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ORAPHICA:. DISPLAY:: 

DD80 roulir.es* were utilized to gen
erate data displays directly rclutablQ to 
the test vessel. The vessel was outlined 
schematically in solid lines, nr.i inte
rior points that were either best candi
dates for flaw development or for 
spurious noise ger.oraticr. vere outlined 
by dots. Figures 3, >, 6, ar.u 7 are 
examples of this display. 

Calculated source location points 
vere then superir.pcsea on this basic dia
gram (sec Tig. 5 for exar.plc). 7h<: A'S 
represent sour-.© locations using positive 
values of 3 [Kq. {7)3 and the O's reprc-
icnt source locations using the negative 
values. Sparse dots describe a radial 
line to the axis of the vessel from each 
or the source locations to aid visual de
termination of position. These sparsely 
dotted lines are not completed for those 
source locations outside, but nerr the 
vessel. 

A statistical display of so;u*ce lo
cations is also plottei. The distribu
tion of vertical positions for sources 
Inside the vessel is plotted or. the left 
side of the vertical axis. Vertical po
sitions for sources lecated ou".3ido the 
vessel are plotted nr. t.hn r?phf,. inji^n*-
positions for sources located ir.siac the 
vessel are plottei inside the upper rir., 
while sources located outside are plotted 
outside. On the horizontal axis, the 
radial positions are shown with solutions 
corresponding to a positive D plotted up
ward and for negative D plotted downward. 
While this statistical display has small 
value for a single test, it is felt to be 
a powerful tool for spotting changes in 
the state of the vessel that sight occur 
over a large number of successive tests. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

CENTRAL C0M?CTg3 SSSULTS 

As mentioned previously, the vessel 
was held at a temperature of approxi
mately 200° C for the first 6.75 hours 
of the test run while the pressure was 
raised from ambient to 272 MPa. Refer to 
Fig. 1* for the tire©, temperature, pres
sure record. This was a proof test or 
the central portion of the vessel. Ho 
display is shown here for thij portion 
of the test. The display Is similar to 
Fig. 5» The indications there are 
assumed to be due to extraneous noises 

generated in the process canister, as will 
be discussed below. 

Figure 5 shows the location data fcr 
the portion of the test where the pressure 
was rising frcr. 335 KPa to its maximum 
value of 363 X?a, and the temperature was 
rising from 660° C to 871° C. The time 
interval was 1 hour and 12 minutes. If 
significant flaws existed in the upper 
and lower caps of the vessel, they would 
most probably have incremented during t?;is 
period. IJote the absence of indications 
around the uppermost dotted ring especi
ally, and the lowermost outer dotted ring. 
These are highly stressed areas, where 
dangerous flaws would be cost likely to 
appear. Absence of acoustic emission ac
tivity indicates that the vessel is safe. 

Figure 6 shows the location activity 
during a 30 minute hold period immediately 
following the interval represented by 
Fig. 5- Here the pressure was held con
stant at 3^5 !-7a, and the temperature was 
held nominally constant at 871° C. This 
was tfca next cost likely time for danger
ous flaws to increment. Again, there is 
a total absence of activity in the highly 
stressed areas described above. 

Figure 7 shows location activity fcr 
i*«« tf>»n ^ ••<»••.»** v*»h »he "essel »t 
27** MPs. Or. Fig. ^ it represents the 
place at which the temperature began to 
rise rapidly. During this period, the 
electrical power input to the process 
canister was raised from about 5 kW to 70 
fcW. Th«= copious location activity is con
centrated at elevations coincident with 
the upper and lower extremities of the 
process canister. The heater connections 
are at the bottom. A number of thermo
couples with shields emerge from the top. 
7t is assumed that this activity is caused 
by the large thermal gradients producing 
local buckling in the canister and heater 
elements, buckling or gross motion in the 
thermocouple shields, and gross motion of 
thv heater connections (metal on metal 
rubbirgj. During this small period of 
tine, the instrumentation was swamped by 
the high extraneous noise level. Because 
the time is short compared to the total 
test time, this behavior does not preclude 
a valid flaw location test on the vessel. 

MlWICOiiPUTKR S5STLTS 

As mentioned in the Minicomputer Data 
Acquisition cirction, a CRT display of 
source location activity is available at 
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oat of the minicomputer output-terminals. 
Such displays vere generated during the 
course of the test described here. They 
could not be interpreted because the de
gree to which the two-dimensional soft
ware vould distort the three-dimensional 
data vas not understood. 

In the course of analysing the test 
data on the central computer, AT sets 
vere generated for 36 points around the 
upper dotted rinj, of the computer gener
ated schematic of the vessel. These sets 
vere then entered into the miniconputer 
via the keyboard, and It calculated the 
•ource location according to its software 
program. The rescaled data is plotted 
over the computer generated schematic in 
Fig. 3. While the location points are 
seriously distorted, it should be noted 
that each of the source points is clearly 
revolved. The minicomputer display is 
thua a valuable on-line tool that can in
dicate a rapidly incrementing flav (re
peating source location). A mid-test 
•hutdovn could be achieved if the vessel 
vere approaching failure. Central con
puter analysis could then show the loca
tion of the flav more precisely. 

conclusion 
v t i l iZu t^uM Of a» ai-OuStiu eu.is£iu(i 

based, minicomputer augmented flaw loca
tion system has been successfully used 
to assure that the 1U. 3^5 MFa autoclave 
is in safe operating condition. Because 
of the large portions of the vessel that 
are substantially solid, the central con
puter vas used to operate on the mini
computer acquired data to achieve a three-
dimensional location capability. This 
required the development of a flav loca
tion theory for solid bodies. 

With present state-of-the-art, the 
minicomputer can present useful informa
tion on line and in real time, fulfilling 
the most important runction of a flav 
location system — that of Indicating re
peating sources. 

Although this has beer, a successful 
demonstration of the utility of such a 
flav location system, some problems 
remain. A better definition of sound 
paths and a better treatment of the sound 
velocity is needed. In addition, resolu
tion of the question of the meaning of 
the extraneous root, to the distance from 
source point to first sensor strucK,0, 
remains. 

Cost effectiveness of this method 
has been mentioned. It is worth noting 
that extension of the tetrdovn time inter
val by •* per cent vould amortize the cost 
of equipment over the lift of this vessel. 
Extension of this interval by 20 per cent 
additionally vould amortifcfc the necessary 
manpover. The estimation vus based on 
1?7U dollars and a use rate of one cycle 
per week. 
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s s Reference 1 describes acoustic emission 
in detail. 

t Reference to a company or product name 
does not imply approval or recommenda
tion of the product by the University 
of California or the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission to the exclusion of others 
that may be suitable. 

if Acoustic emission sensors are poorlj 
damped. Their response to an impulse 
Is thus an oscillation at the sensor 
natural frequency. The oscillation 
decays, "ringsdovn", in amplitude with 
time. 
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Fig. 1. Acoustic emission record of a 
falling compact fracture tough-

• ness specioen of !)33CV {Mad! 
steel. 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of LU. 3^5 MPa autoclave, 
shoving high stress regions C, 
and C,. 

Fig. 3. Coaputer drsvn schematic showing: 
a) Sensor placement for one array 

(four large dots) 
b) Minicomputer calculated posi

tions for 36 computer gener
ated source points on circle 
C.. 
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Fig. h. Time, Temperature, Pressure 
history of the test. 

X 
X 

Fig. 5. Computer calculated source loca
t ion for the c r i t i c a l interval 
335-363 MPa, 660-871" C. 
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Fig. 6. Computer calculated source loca
tions for the c r i t i c a l 30 minute 
hold period — 3^5 HPa, 871° C. 

Fig, 7. Computer calculated source loca
tions shoving process canis ter 
generated noise vhi le heater 
power was increased from 5-70 kW. 
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